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WELCOME TO OUR NEWSLETTER
Learn about the latest developments of Foresight Automotive, Eye-Net Mobile and Rail
Vision in the first quarter of 2021. Read the latest press releases, highlights from the
media, insights from our new technical blog, and other activities of the group.

PRESS RELEASES

QUADSIGHT SALE TO STEREO
SYSTEM MANUFACTURER

PATENT APPROVAL IN
CHINA

EYE-NET SIGNS FIRST
COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT

Foresight sold a prototype of its
QuadSight® four-camera vision
system to the American division of
a leading global manufacturer of
automotive stereo vision systems.
The Japanese manufacturer, which
is a Tier One supplier, will evaluate
Foresight’s thermal stereo
capabilities for possible
enhancement of its current visiblelight stereo system capabilities.
Read more

Foresight received a notice of
allowance from the Chinese Patent
Office for its patent “running
vehicle alerting system and
method.” The patented technology
involves a running vehicle alerting
system which detects traffic lights
or traffic signs. The technology
also received a notice of allowance
from the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office in April 2019.
Read more

Eye-Net signed its first commercial
agreement with SaverOne, a
leading technology company that
offers a prevention system for
distracted driving. The Eye-Net™
Protect accident prevention
solution will be integrated with
SaverOne's product, designed to
prevent the use of texting
applications by the driver while the
vehicle is in motion.
Read more

EYE-NET COMPLETES 1ST PILOT
PHASE WITH GLOBAL OEM

EYE-NET PARTNERS WITH
WUNDER MOBILITY

EYE-NET TO BE TESTED BY EU
CELLULAR PROVIDER

Eye-Net completed the first phase
of a pilot project with the intelligent
transport system division of a
global Japanese vehicle
manufacturer. The vehicle
manufacturer has concluded that
the Eye-Net™ solution is a valid
option for its smart city project.
Read more

Eye-Net signed an agreement with
Wunder Mobility to bring Eye-Net's
innovative road safety solution to
the global shared mobility market.
The Eye-Net™ Protect solution
provides an out-of-the-box solution
for micromobility operators looking
to enhance their users’ safety.
Read more

Eye-Net will conduct technological
demonstrations over the 5G
cellular network in collaboration
with a top multinational European
cellular provider to test its EyeNet™ Protect cellular-based vehicleto-everything (V2X) accident
prevention solution.
Read more

OUR BLOG

FROM THE INDUSTRY
Proud to be included in VSI Labs'
recent review of several visionbased companies, highlighting
Foresight's unique automatic
calibration module which allows
stereo camera separation.

INDUSTRY FIRST FORESIGHT
ADAS/AV THERMAL CAMERA
AUTO CALIBRATION ENABLES
ACCURATE 3D PERCEPTION DAY
OR NIGHT

Read the latest news from FLIR
Systems about Foresight’s
automatic calibration software
solution for stereoscopic
thermal and visible-light
cameras.

“BY USING BOTH VISIBLE-LIGHT AND THERMAL CAMERAS,

FORESIGHT’S STEREO SYSTEM CAPABILITIES ALLOW

OBSTACLE DETECTION IN DIFFERENT HARSH WEATHER AND

LIGHTING CONDITIONS, WHERE LIDAR PERFORMANCE IS

COMPROMISED.”

JOIN US

Come join a great company
with a genuinely great
culture.
Check out our latest open
positions

Follow us

VSI Labs "Cameras Taking a Step into Making the Unseen
Visible"

FROM THE MEDIA
Eye-Net was featured in
TechCrunch article highlighting
technologies in the micromobility
and motorcycle markets,
presented by start-ups at the CES
2021virtual conference.
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